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Sorry we missed last month.
You might say that 2016 hasn’t been the best year for Charles and I regarding health issues. Charles
has been fighting the effects of AFIB and medications for a year now and on June 2nd, I had a medical
emergency that landed me in the hospital for a few days (thus no June newsletter) and has kept me
down for the month of June.
We appreciate all of the messages and continued thoughts and prayers. We couldn’t ask for a better
group of folks to be supporting us through these trials and can’t wait to get back to doing what we do
best and being old isn’t one of them.

A Word from Charles
I don’t get out on the various forums very much, but every now and then I go look around and see if I see
something that peaks my interest, if I do, I check it out because sometimes there are issues I feel I can help
with. Recently, a post from a gal in Australia got my attention. She had taken some information off the
internet and tried it on her hardwood floors. Had to chuckle a bit about the problem she found herself
with but glad I was able to help. Ya got to read this one for yourself.
Read the Thread (with photos) on Lumberjocks.com

He has refused his Assent to Laws, the most
wholesome and necessary for the public good.

An ODE to INDEPENDENCE
By Crystal Ortiz (aka cameragirl)
This past Sunday, at church, my Pastor asked
the congregation if we knew the first few
words of the Declaration of Independence.
Being a history freak, I thought I did, “We the
People, in order to form a more perfect
Union…: Nope. Wrong. That’s the
Constitution. I realized I needed a refresher, so
I sat in church and used the Google Machine to
look it up, there on the spot, before it slipped
my mind. And what I found brought me too
tears, for the United States we currently live in
could certainly use a reminder of the
grievances that formed our country are here,
with us, again today. I share with you some of
the text of Jefferson’s draft of the Declaration of
Independence, focusing on the list of
complaints against the King of England:

If you too would
like a refresher,
click on the
image of the
Declaration to
read the entire
text.

He has forbidden his Governors to pass Laws of
immediate and pressing importance, unless
suspended in their operation till his Assent should
be obtained; and when so suspended, he has utterly
neglected to attend to them.
He has refused to pass other Laws for the
accommodation of large districts of people, unless
those people would relinquish the right of
Representation in the Legislature, a right
inestimable to them and formidable to tyrants only.
He has called together legislative bodies at places
unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the
depository of their public Records, for the sole
purpose of fatiguing them into compliance with his
measures.
He has dissolved Representative Houses repeatedly,
for opposing with manly firmness his invasions on
the rights of the people.
He has refused for a long time, after such
dissolutions, to cause others to be elected; whereby
the Legislative powers, incapable of Annihilation,
have returned to the People at large for their
exercise; the State remaining in the mean time
exposed to all the dangers of invasion from without,
and convulsions within.
He has endeavoured to prevent the population of
these States; for that purpose obstructing the Laws
for Naturalization of Foreigners; refusing to pass
others to encourage their migrations hither, and
raising the conditions of new Appropriations of
Lands.
He has obstructed the Administration of Justice, by
refusing his Assent to Laws for establishing
Judiciary powers.

He has made Judges dependent on his Will alone,
for the tenure of their offices, and the amount and
payment of their salaries.

For suspending our own Legislatures, and declaring
themselves invested with power to legislate for us in
all cases whatsoever.

He has erected a multitude of New Offices, and sent
hither swarms of Officers to harrass our people, and
eat out their substance.

He has abdicated Government here, by declaring us
out of his Protection and waging War against us.

He has kept among us, in times of peace, Standing
Armies without the Consent of our legislatures.
He has affected to render the Military independent
of and superior to the Civil power.
He has combined with others to subject us to a
jurisdiction foreign to our constitution, and
unacknowledged by our laws; giving his Assent to
their Acts of pretended Legislation:
For Quartering large bodies of armed troops among
us:
For protecting them, by a mock Trial, from
punishment for any Murders which they should
commit on the Inhabitants of these States:
For cutting off our Trade with all parts of the world:
For imposing Taxes on us without our Consent:
For depriving us in many cases, of the benefits of
Trial by Jury:
For transporting us beyond Seas to be tried for
pretended offences
For abolishing the free System of English Laws in a
neighbouring Province, establishing therein an
Arbitrary government, and enlarging its
Boundaries so as to render it at once an example
and fit instrument for introducing the same
absolute rule into these Colonies:
For taking away our Charters, abolishing our most
valuable Laws, and altering fundamentally the
Forms of our Governments:

He has plundered our seas, ravaged our Coasts,
burnt our towns, and destroyed the lives of our
people.
He is at this time transporting large Armies of
foreign Mercenaries to compleat the works of death,
desolation and tyranny, already begun with
circumstances of Cruelty & perfidy scarcely
paralleled in the most barbarous ages, and totally
unworthy of the Head of a civilized nation.
He has constrained our fellow Citizens taken
Captive on the high Seas to bear Arms against their
Country, to become the executioners of their friends
and Brethren, or to fall themselves by their Hands.
He has excited domestic insurrections amongst us,
and has endeavoured to bring on the inhabitants of
our frontiers, the merciless Indian Savages, whose
known rule of warfare, is an undistinguished
destruction of all ages, sexes and conditions.
On July 4th of each year, THIS is what we
celebrate. Not fireworks. Not backyard BBQs.
But men who were willing to stand up against
tyranny and oppression by the King. Men who
were willing to put their lives and the lives of
everyone they knew, on the line in order to
establish the America of future generations.
Perhaps it’s because I live in Virginia, so close
to where Jefferson and Madison lived. Perhaps
it’s because I was a child of the 80’s and grew
up in an America I felt proud of. Perhaps it’s
because I don’t feel FREE in America, I feel
hostage to taxes and whether I’m politically

correct enough not to offend my neighbor.
Whatever the reason, it is time that we as
Americans stand up for our core beliefs during
this election year and find suitable candidataes
to support who are not lifelong politicians, but
just like us. They know what it’s like to earn
that paycheck every week. It’s time that we
Americans remind our elected officials that this
is a government OF the PEOPLE, FOR the
PEOPLE and BY the PEOPLE.

greater than the single, so I went with the
single drum. Still a 36 incher though.
I understand that it is a pretty large piece of
equipment for the home woodworker and as
everything progresses as technology takes us
forward, it seems that the smaller versions
have come a long way.

As it says in the first paragraph of the
Declaration, it is not only our right, it is our
duty.

Focus on Shop Tools and Equipment
As the publication of our newsletter
progresses, we are starting to settle in to
sections of the newsletter that we can grow
each month. This month, we are adding a
section about shop tools and equipment and
will have a new focus each month.

PROCESSING WOOD

Great blog about the new SuperMax 19-38
Drum Sander, Click Here to Read.

FOCUS: DRUM SANDER
Many consider a drum sander as a luxury
piece of equipment in the workshop so on their
list of ‘must haves’, it’s way down on the list.
For me, the drum sander is a must have. I
have had a drum sander in my workshop since
1995 and I don’t really know how I got along
before it. Started with a 36” Dual Drum but
when that needed replaced a few years ago, I
didn’t find that the dual drum was that much

Read more blogs by Woodcraft at:

http://blog.woodcraft.com/

APPRECIATION’ DRAWING

James, for you, we have a Kreg Jig R3 Kit

Each month we randomly draw three names
from our newsletter subscribers and send them
a great woodworking item, compliments of
Woodcraft and Charles Neil Woodworking.
This month’s winners are:
Richard G., St. Charles, IL
James P., Fort Mill, SC
Don N., Garland, TX
Each winner will receive the following gifts:
Richard, you will receive a FASTCAP Remote
Vacuum Control Channel-1

Our third winner, Don, we will be sending you
a Jasper Circle Jig

Focus on Routers
One of the most versatile tools you can have in
your workshop. There are so many different
types of routers,
which we will
discuss in the
future but
Charles’
preference for a
hand-held router
is the Porter Cable
D-Handle Router.
Charles says, “I like the ability to “push” the
router and this gives me a firm grip, but one of
the best features I really like is the trigger is
right in my hand, I don’t have to fumble
around with a spinning router to turn it on or
off. To put it simply, it’s all about the control,
the D handle is definitely my choice, and most
who have come thru my shop and used one,
buy one, they are just great.
Learn More About this Router

Spiral Flush Trim Router Bits
No Shop Should be without a set!
A router is one of the most important tools in a
shop, you can do so much with them and one
of the stock bits you should have is a set of
Spiral Flush Trim Bits. We recommend that
you have





½” Up Cut Bit
½” Down Cut Bit
¼” Up Cut Bit
¼” Down Cut Bit

Not only do they flush trim, as the name
implies, you can also









Use Your Router as a Jointer
Trim Dovetails and Pins
Cross-cut Wide Panels and Table Tops
Trim and Cut Veneer
Pattern Cut
Cut circles
Much More!

A picture is worth 1000 words; a video is
worth 10,000! Join Charles as he explains how
to do each of the above processes. Click on the
image below to view the video. (video is
approximately 18 minutes in length)

We feel these bits are so important to have in
your shop that we make them available in our
on-line store.

On Sale This Week
Regular $84.00 - Special Price $69.00
½” Spiral Up-Cut

Order Now

½” Spiral Down-Cut

Order Now

Regular $58.00 - On Special $46.00
¼” Spiral Up-Cut

Order Now

¼” Spiral Down-Cut

Order Now

Special Pricing Ends Sunday, July 10, 2016
Bits will be ordered on 7/11 when Whiteside returns
from shutdown and will be shipped to you as soon
as we receive them.

Charles Neil Custom Profile Bit
We do have a limited number of these bits in
stock. They won’t stay in inventory long
Order Profile Bit

no streaks. The issue, as I see it, is getting the
flattener to lay out evenly.
No matter what you do, it can be a bit
temperamental and when applying with a
brush, folks do not apply enough oil to flow it
out evenly. You must keep the oil well stirred
while applying to keep the flatteners
suspended evenly.
Many folks love an oil finish, one of my
favorites too. I am not a fan of the slow drying,
pure oils, like boiled linseed oil though. They
are weak finishes and so slow to dry is one
issue, another is that they tend to yellow.

Finishing Corner
By Charles Neil
As you know, twice a year, at my shop in
Virginia, I teach finishing classes. The objective
is to teach folks how to get a great finish on
their woodworking projects and the primary
focus is spraying.

I like varnish oils, they dry faster and are far
more durable, but getting a nice even sheen is
the issue. This is where I pull out a spray gun
with a .8 or 1.0 needle/nozzle, cut the fluid
down and up the pressure. My goal is a light
mist that I can spray a little dry – almost wet –
but not like a typical sprayed finish ‘wet’.
Remember, an oil dries much slower than a
lacquer or water base finish, so apply light
coats and let it flow out is the answer. This
definitely solves the sheen issue and works
great.

Simply put, spraying solves a lot of finishing
issues. In addition to applying top coats, we
can apply dyes and
stain, paint, etc. We
can shade color, do
tone coats and so on,
the list is endless
when you can use a
spray system.

Now, if you are one who likes to wipe it on
and wipe it off, using very thin oil, the sheen
issue isn’t quite as bad. It is when you are
trying to get a little build on the surface where
a problem exists.

It seems that I always
get the same question about oil finishes –
getting a satin or semi-gloss sheen even, with

Another question during the classes is about
spray guns that they can use with a turbine or
compressed air.

I usually use a gloss as my initial wiped or
brushed on coat, then I spray on a coat of satin
or semi-gloss to finish off.

I have a lot of contractors attend my class who
are looking to speed their finishing process up
but yet be able to
do on-site work.
Spraying is always
the answer. My go
to is my Apollo
7500 QT, atomizer
and all the
needle/nozzles and
show them how
they can spray about anything, anywhere.
In my opinion, it’s a gun that is hard to beat
because of its versatility. There are a lot of
contractors who are finding a new means of
‘re-facing’ or upstaging kitchen and bathroom
cabinets outside of the normal veneer applied
products. With water base finishes and good
HVLP Spray Equipment they are painting and
tone-coating them on site. They go in, clean,
light sand and lots of masking off; open
windows, set up ambient air cleaners and with
minimal pressure (thanks to HVLP) they spray
either a pigmented water base finish (paint) or
they use some dyes or stains mixed in a water
base finish and tone coat, then a good clear top
coat and everything looks new. I know several
guys who started doing it as sort of a side to
their construction business and pretty soon it
started becoming a major part of their
business.
Learning to spray and using good equipment
opens up a whole new world. Give it a go.

July Special
50% Off DVD Sale
Buy 2 or More DVDs
from our DVD Library
and get 50% off your
DVD Purchase at Check
Out!

Use Coupon Code:
RedWhiteBlue

